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ABSTRACT

Automatic accompaniment systems are comprised of real-time scoring algorithms that react to recognition of events in a score from a human performer, launch necessary actions for the accompaniment section. While the real-time detection of score events out of live musicians’ performances has been widely studied in the literature, score accompaniment (or the reactive part of the process) has been rarely addressed. In this paper, we expose the respective literature concerning this missing consideration. We show how its explicit design considerations would allow correct accompaniment despite machine listening or human errors introduced during score following, and furthermore how it enables a more elaborate authoring of time and interaction for mixed live electronic pieces.

1. INTRODUCTION

Automatic accompaniment is the act of delegating the interpretation of one or several musical voices to a computer in interaction with a live solo (or ensemble) musician(s). The paradigm was first put through disjunctly by Dannenberg and Vercoe in [4, 9] where a computer would provide automatic accompaniment to interpret symbolic signals (MIDI) from a musician. The most popular form of such systems is the automatic accompaniment of an orchestral recording with that of a soloist in the classical music repertoire (concertos for example) as described in [6]. In a larger context, these systems become popular for interactive computer music repertoires [7], where the association of live musicians with computer generated processes becomes crucial. Figure 1 shows the score of a simple interactive computer music piece where the top staff corresponds to the part for human musician and the lower staves correspond to automatic accompaniment sections that should be run synchronously to the first staff during live performance. Note here that the accompaniment commands depend exclusively on the nature of the computer music process in question. They can be symbolic commands, continuous curves or sequences written relative to the live instrument section of the score. Within this context, the case of automatic accompaniment for classical music represents the most complicated case of this larger context where automatic accompaniment commands are replaced by either symbolic MIDI messages or a live rendering of an audio recording of the orchestral part.

Figure 1. Score example for an interactive piece, the top staff contains the instrumental section whereas lower staves correspond to specific computer music commands.

The best starting point in the design of an accompaniment system is to observe the human counterpart. Musical accompaniment among musicians is a combined act of listening and coordination governed by music scores. While human listening plays a crucial role in accompaniment, it is (computationally speaking) fallible. Moreover, actions produced by musicians in an ensemble can contain perceivable or unperceivable errors. Despite such inconsistencies, the overall musical output should stay more or less intact and error-free. This is to say that despite the importance of the recognition (or listening) phase in musical accompaniment, the coherence of the overall musical output is to a great extent covered by the ability of human musicians to coordinate and anticipate their actions and adopt the best synchronization strategies in real-time to achieve the best musical output.

Automatic accompaniment systems in general are comprised of two main components as illustrated in figure 2: A score follower that is capable of decoding the live instrument position as well as necessary musical parameters in real-time given the instrumental score (for the top staff of fig 1); and a second component in charge of launching the accompaniment commands synchronously to the live musician (for lower staves in fig 1). In real-time control theory [8], the score follower is an interactive system with transactions at its own speed with the environment (usually governed by signal processing and machine learning techniques). Execution speed is formally abstracted to be perceptually close to zero for such processes. The automatic accompaniment block is however a reactive system, reacting continuously to the external environment and at the speed imposed by the environment (the human performer).

Figure 2. Architecture of an automatic accompaniment system comprising of reactive and interactive systems.

Considering both human and computer companion together, the “healthiness” of the musical output of an accompaniment system requires as much considerations for the coordination/reaction phase as for the recognition phase. The general score following and accompaniment literature has however underestimated the first, focusing on robustness in the listening phase; leaving the action phase to hand-engineered and most often preliminary considdierations for the accompaniment actions. This lack of consideration for action coordination would in return reduce the paradigms of interaction between human and computer mediums for interactive pieces, leading to severely simplified programming and authorship for mixed instrumental and live electronic pieces as discussed in [3]. In this paper, we aim to illustrate the importance of the reactive system architecture in automatic accompaniment and showing its usefulness within two contexts: (1) the ability to automatically handle machine listening or human errors with no propagation to the computer output; and (2) to enrich the vocabulary of live electronic accompaniment by providing explicit access to the authoring of time and interaction in the interactive computer music output.

In this paper, we present an approach that proposes an interactive accompaniment system based on a real-time score following system. The interactive system represents the core of the approach. The extension of the concept to the reactive system is straightforward. The interactive system is implemented as a real-time following system, essentially a real-time score follower. It is created using the open-source software library MusicPlus-One[1]. The reactive system is the goal of the research described in this paper. The approach is evaluated using live musical performance and compared to reference real-time following systems.

MusicPlus-One is a software library for interactive and reactive real-time music. It is designed to be used with any music notation, and provides a flexible and extensible framework for real-time music processing, analysis, and interaction. The core of the system is a real-time score follower that can handle a wide range of music notations, including MIDI, musicXML, and OpenMusic. The reactive system provides a set of tools for real-time music processing, including real-time synthesis, real-time analysis, and real-time interaction.

2. PREVIOUS WORKS

In this section, we overview two existing and popular systems that handle both machine listening and online accompaniment. For the scope of this paper, we focus on the way automatic accompaniment is transcribed and handled in such systems. Therefore, we do not provide any detailed discussion on the machine listening aspects and do not overview all existing score following systems.

2.1. Music-Plus-One

Music-Plus-One is a musical accompaniment system developed by Christopher Raphael for the classical music repertoire and destined for a soloist in a concerto-like setting. The system is decomposed into three modules: one for a realtime score match using hidden Markov models, a second for coordinating audio playback of the existing accompaniment based on a music score, and a third for linking the two using a Kalman filter model for tempo adjustments [6]. Whereas the listening and decoding parts of Music-Plus-One is well documented, there are no explicit documentation on the authoring and handling of the coordination for the accompaniment part (at least at the time of writing this paper). However, demos of the software are available on the web[2]. Here we aim to study the making of the accompaniment part in order to understand the behavior of the system in an online accompaniment setting.

Music-Plus-One’s application is destined for the classical music repertoire and concerto-like settings. It has been however rarely used for contemporary interactive music repertoire. Understanding the synchronization and coordination strategies is important for the creation of new pieces for the system. The discussions hereafter are thus by no means a criticism of this approach.

Music-Plus-One uses the following minimal text data to undertake automatic accompaniment: a musical score of the solo part, an audio recording of the orchestral or accompaniment part, a set of trained parameters for the listening model (trained offline and used during realtime detection), and some timing data in charge of associating the solo score to the accompaniment audio for the rendering phase. Among these, the timing data is the most significant since it creates the necessary binding between the soloist score and the accompaniment audio that will be employed during coordination. Figure 3 shows an excerpt of Music-Plus-One text input for illustrating this point. On the left, is a text description of the soloist music score, in terms of relative position in a measure, MIDI pitch numbers and other necessary information for the listening module. On the right (a separate text file), each line contains the accompaniment audio onset time for the specific event in the solo score. This correspondence is (most probably) obtained by a rigorous segmentation of the accompaniment audio with regards to the solo score, to provide coherent musical phrases to be used during live accompaniment rendering. Note that the coordination points on the right, do not necessarily correspond to the solo score. This is normal since an optimal segmentation of accompaniments onsets should be based on musical phrasing rather than a one-to-one correspondence. Within the structure described in the above example, it is not clear how Music-Plus-One handles machine listening or human errors during live performance. Depending
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ABSTRACT

Automatic accompaniment systems are comprised of real-time score following systems that in reaction to recognition of events in a score from a human performer, launch necessary actions for the accompaniment section. While the real-time detection of score events out of live musicians' performance has been widely studied in the literature, score accompaniment (or the reactive part of the process) has been rarely addressed. In this paper, we expose the respective literature concerning this missing consideration. We show how its explicit design considerations would allow correct accompaniment despite machine listening or human errors introduced during score following, and furthermore how it enables a more elaborate authoring of time and interaction for mixed live electronic pieces.

1. INTRODUCTION

Automatic accompaniment is the act of delegating the interpretation of one or several musical voices to a computer in interaction with a live solo (or ensemble) musician(s). The paradigm was first put through disjunctively by Dannenberg and Vercoe in [4, 9] where a computer would provide automatic accompaniment to symbolic music signals (MIDIs) from a musician. The most popular form of such systems is the automatic accompaniment of an orchestral recording with that of a soloist in the classical music repertoire (concertos for example) as described in [6]. In a larger context, these systems became popular for interactive computer music repertoire [7], where the association of live musicians with computer generated processes becomes crucial. Figure 1 shows the score of a simple interactive computer music piece where the top staff corresponds to the part for human musician and the lower staves corresponds to automatic accompaniment sections that should be run synchronously to the first staff during live performance. Note here that the accompaniment commands depend exclusively on the nature of the computer music process in question. They can be symbolic commands, continuous curves or sequences written relative to the live instrument section of the score. Within this context, the case of automatic accompaniment for classical music requires the use of a larger context where accompaniment commands are replaced by either symbol MIDIs messages or a live rendering of an audio recording of the orchestral part.

The best starting point in the design of an accompaniment system is to observe the human counterpart. Musical accompaniment among musicians is a combined act of listening and coordination governed by music scores. While human listening plays a crucial role in accompaniment, it is (computationally speaking) fallible. Moreover, actions produced by musicians in an ensemble can contain (perceivable or unperceivable) errors. Despite such inconsistencies, the overall musical output should stay more or less intact and error-free. This is to say that despite the importance of the recognition (or listening) phase in musical accompaniment, the coherence of the overall musical output is to a great extent covered by the ability of human musicians to coordinate and anticipate their actions and adopt the best synchronization strategies in realtime to achieve the best musical output.

Automatic accompaniment systems in general are comprised of two main components as illustrated in figure 2: A score follower that is capable of decoding the live instrument position as well as necessary musical parameters in realtime given the instrumental score (for the top staff of fig 1); and a second component in charge of launching the accompaniment commands synchronously to the live musician (for lower staves in fig 1). In realtime control theory [8], the score follower is an interactive system with transactions at its own speed with the environment (usually governed by signal processing and machine learning techniques). Execution speed is formally abstracted to be perceptibly close to zero for such processes. The accompanying block is however a reactive system, reacting continuously to the external environment and at the speed imposed by the environment (the human performer).

Figure 1. Score example for an interactive piece, the top staff contains the instrumental section whereas lower staves correspond to specific computer music commands.

Figure 2. Architecture of an automatic accompaniment system comprising of interactive and reactive systems.

Considering both human and computer accompaniment together, the “healthiness” of the musical output of an accompaniment system requires as much considerations for the coordination/reaction phase as for the recognition phase. The general score following and accompaniment literature has however underestimated the first, focusing on robustness in the listening phase, leaving the action phase to hand-engineered and most often preliminary considerations for the accompaniment actions. This lack of consideration for action coordination would in return reduce the paradigms of interaction between human and computer mediums for interactive pieces, leading to severely simplified programming and authorship for mixed instrumental and live electronic pieces as discussed in [3]. In this paper, we aim to illustrate the importance of the reactive system architecture in automatic accompaniment and showing its usefulness within two contexts: (1) the ability to automatically handle machine listening or human errors with no propagation to the live instrument output; and (2) to enrich the vocabulary of live electronic accompaniment by providing explicit access to the authoring of time and interaction in the interactive computer music score. We therefore assert and provide a new palette and notation for an interactive computing system that can reactively handle both this input and output such that the automatic accompaniment is readily available and focus on handling and authoring accompaniment actions. This paper discusses the integration and employment of the proposed paradigms within the Antecoso software [1] software coupling both listening and coordination aspects of such systems. In section 2 we discuss previous works that explicitly handle accompaniment actions integrated within a score following systems. We showcase and motivate problems with existing approaches in section 3 and propose an approach to exposed problems by adopting synchronization strategies during authorship and run-time in section 4. We conclude the paper by illustrating several examples of this approach for automatic accompaniment as well as live electronic pieces using Antecoso.

2. PREVIOUS WORKS

In this section, we overview two existing and popular systems that handle both machine listening and online accompaniment. For the scope of this paper, we focus on the way automatic accompaniment is transcribed and handled in such systems. Therefore, we do not provide any discussions on the machine listening aspects and do not overview all existing score following systems.

2.1. Music-Plus-One

Music-Plus-One is a musical accompaniment system developed by Christopher Raphael for the classical music repertoire and destined for a soloist in a concerto-like setting. The system is decomposed into three modules: one for a realtime score match using hidden Markov models, a second for coordinating audio playback of the existing accompaniment using a plausescorer, and a third for linking the two using a Kalman filter model for tempo adjustments. Whereas the listening and decoding parts of Music-Plus-One is well documented, there are no explicit documentation on the authoring and handling of the coordination for the accompaniment part (at least at the time of writing this paper). However, demos of the software are available on the web. Here we aim to study the making of the accompaniment part in order to understand the behavior of the system in an online accompaniment setting. Music-Plus-One’s application is destined for the classical music repertoire and concerto-like settings. It has been however rarely used for contemporary interactive music repertoire. Understanding the synchronization and coordination strategies are important for the creation of new pieces for the system. The discussions hereafter are thus by no means a criticism of this approach.

Music-Plus-One uses the following minimal text data to undertake automatic accompaniment: a musical score of the solo part, an audio recording of the orchestral or accompaniment part, a set of trained parameters for the listening model (trained offline and used during realtime detection), and some timing data in charge of associating the solo score to the accompaniment audio for the rendering phase. Among these, the timing data is of outmost importance since it creates the necessary binding between the soloist score and the accompaniment audio that will be employed during the realtime rendering. Figure 3 shows an excerpt of Music-Plus-One text input for illustrating this point. On the left, is a text description of the soloist music score, in terms of relative position in a measure, MIDI pitch numbers and other necessary information for the listening module. On the right (a separate text file), each line contains the accompaniment audio onset time for the specific event in the solo score. This correspondence is (most probably) obtained by a rigorous segmentation of the accompaniment audio with regards to the solo score, to provide coherent musical phrases to be used during live accompaniment rendering. Note that the coordination points on the right, do not necessarily correspond to the solo score. This is normal since an optimal segmentation of accompaniment onsets should be based on musical phrasing rather than a one-to-one correspondence.

Within the structure described in the above example, it is not clear how Music-Plus-One handles machine listening or human errors during live performance. Depending
on the musical context, and in presence of machine listen-
ing or human errors (missing events for example), one might want to skip an accompanying phrase or launch it with varying speed. Moreover, preparing such accompa-
niment/coherence score can be a heavy chore in preparing an accompaniment and not very suitable for compo-
sitional purposes.

2.2. Antescofo

Antescofo [1] is another polyphonic score following system com-
prising three levels: composing accompanying actions and in-
tegrated within the same system. The listening machine of Antescofo is documented in [2] and some aspects of its accom-
paniment language in [1, 3]. The main musical paradigm addressed by Antescofo is that of mixed instru-
mental and live electronic (or interactive computer mu-
sic) pieces, where the “accompanying actions” can range from a simple concertino-like setting to triggering of live electronic processes as common in interactive computer music. Antescofo requires no training for its listener and accept a single text as score input.

An Antescofo score is composed of both instrumen-
tal (scored) and the accompaniment actions within one integrated score. Figure 4 shows an example of a simple Antescofo score with both instrumental and accompa-
niment actions. The semantics of the instrumental score allows the construction of complex events such as trills, glissandi, improvisation boxes and also continuous events. The (accompanying) action semantics is entirely based on message-passing and provides constructions for group-
ing of events in order to create polyphonic phrases, as well as loops and continuous trajectories. The timing of actions can be relative (to the score tempo) in floating point or integer numbers, or in absolute time. Graphi-
-cal representation and authoring of such scores is possible thanks to its integration within the NoteAbility score edi-
tor. Figure 1 in fact an illustration of an Antescofo score featuring two groups (green boxes), a continuous trajectory and a symbolic action group (lower staff) as accompanying actions, all living within a single score framework. In its original text format, composers are also able to create nested hierarchies within electronic phrases (groups inside groups), employ macro expansions and use data flow functionalities (see [3] for descriptions).

The role of Antescofo in realtime is to decode the po-
tion and tempo of the performer within a synchronous re-
active system to best interpret the accompanying section. Compared to previous approaches in interactive computer music, the accompanying actions can be described as relative to the performers’ tempo and thus dynamically rescheduled in realtime. Each action’s starting point is relative to its 300ms closest event in the instrumental score. The phrasing schemes available in Antescofo allow the scope of such electronic phrases to go beyond interger-
omeans of the instrumental score.

While the ability of authoring parallel phrases (as op-
posed to segmented and chopped actions) makes the act of authoring more appealing, such phrasing overlaps create important issues both for realtime coordination of events with the live performer and also their authoring. For ex-
ample, for a simple concertino-like accompanying setting, one might want to specify the accompanying part as one single (and non-chopped and non-segmented) electronic phrase. This appealing tendency creates interesting chal-
ges for synchronization strategies as well as error hand-
ing of the virtual accompanying interpreter which are described in the next section.

3. MOTIVATIONS

3.1. Synchronizing electronic with live musicians

For compositional purposes, it seems more natural to be able to express accompanying actions as phrases as op-
posed to small segments within instrumental note onsets. However, such additions require explicit and dynamic strate-
gies for handling synchrony between accompanying ac-
tions when their scope goes beyond that of its starting in-
strumental event. The need for such strategies become more crucial when tempo changes occur during a phrase’s launch. Figure 5 attempts to illustrate this within a simple example: Figure 5a shows the ideal perfor-
mance or how actions and instrumental score is specified to the system. In this example, an accompanying phrase is launched at the beginning of the first event from the human performer. The accompanying here is a single group (collection of four actions that are written parallel-
ly to subsequent events of the performer in the original score. In an ideal setting (i.e. correct listening module) the action group is launched synchronously to the onset of the first event. For the rest of the actions however, the syn-
chronization strategy depends on the dynamics of the per-
formance. This is demonstrated in figure 5b (where the performed hypothetical decelerate the consequent events in her score. In this case, the delays between the actions and their corresponding instrumental event will naturally increase. Such asynchrony is despite correct decoding of tempo from the listening machine. We note however, that this behavior ensures a smooth synchronization with per-
timer tempo changes, but without any guarantee for po-
sition synchronicity. Although this behavior is desired in some musical configurations, it seems natural to propose an alternative strategy where the electronic actions would be synchronous to the events detection.

4. PROPOSED APPROACH

The musician’s performance is subject to many variations from the score. There are several ways to adapt to this musical indeterminacy based on specific musical content. The correct synchronization strategies are those defined by the composer or arranger’s discretion. To this end, we propose explicit synchronization and error handling strategies as attributes for the composer to choose, tak-
ing into account performance variations and to manage the errors of the musician and the recognition algorithm. In this paper, we provide a verbal description of the pro-
posed approach. The formal and semantical definition of these concept are described in [5].

Accompaniment phrase and loop constructs are used to start a sequence of actions from a trigger event in the instru-
mental score. Once a sequence of relatively-timed ac-
tions is launched, its synchriony by default is governed by dynamic rescheduling following changes of tempo from the musician. However, as seen in section 5.1, knowledge of realtime tempo is not sufficient for precise synchronization with events played by the musician as shown in Fig-
ure 5. While this loose synchrony is useful in some mu-
ical context (loose phrasing of electronics for example), it is not always desirable. For a finer synchronization, we provide the composer the ability to assign a tight attri-
bute to a phrase block. If a block is tight, its inside actions will be dynamically analyzed to be triggered not only relative to tempo, but also to the actual tempo of the next event in the future. This new feature evades the composer from segmenting the actions blocks to smaller segments with regards to synchronization points and provide a high-level view of the entire structure. The dynamic reschedul-
ing approach is adopted to implement the tight block behavior. During the execution, the system attemp
on the musical context, and in presence of machine listen- ing or human errors (missing events for example), one might want to skip an accompaniment phrase or launch it with varying speed. Moreover, preparing such an accompaniment/coherence score breakdown should be a heavy process in preparing an accompaniment and not very suitable for compositional purposes.

2.2. Antescofo

Antescofo [1] is another polyphonic score following system capable of handling accompaniment actions and integrated within the same system. The listening machine of Antescofo is documented in [2] and some aspects of its accompaniment language in [1, 3]. The main musical paradigm addressed by Antescofo is that of mixed instrumental and live electronic (or interactive computer musi- c) pieces, where the “accompaniment actions” can range from a simple concert-like setting to triggering of live electronic processes as common in interactive computer music. Antescofo requires no training for its listener and accepts a single text as score input. An Antescofo score is composed of both instrumen- tal (scores) and the accompaniment actions within one integrated score. Figure 2 shows an example of a simple Antescofo score with both instrumental and accompaniment actions. The semantics of the instrumental score allows the construction of complex events such as trills, glissandi, improvisation boxes and also continuous events. The (accompaniment) action semantics is entirely based on message-passing and provides constructions for grouping of events in order to create polyphonic phrases, as well as loops and continuous trajectories. The timing of actions can be relative (to the score tempo) in floating point or rational numbers, or in absolute time. Graphi- cal representation and authoring of such scores is possible thanks to its integration within the Note/Ability score editor figure 1 is in fact an illustration of an Antescofo score featuring multiple groups (green boxes), a continuous trajectory and a symbolic action group (lower staff) as accompaniment actions, all living within a single score framework. In its original text format, composers are also able to create nested hierarchies within electronic phrases (groups inside groups), employ macro expansions and use data flow functionalities [see 3 for descriptions].

Figure 3. Excerpts of Music-Plus-One input. Left is the soloist score, Right is the coordination score. Extract from Beethoven's Romance 2 for violin and orchestra, Op. 40.

In Antescofo in realtime to decode the position and tempo of the performer within a synchronous re-active system to best interpret the accompaniment section. Compared to previous approaches in interactive computer music, the accompaniment actions can be described as relative to the performers' tempo and thus dynamically rescheduled in realtime. Each action's starting point is relative to its backward closest event in the instrumental score. The phrasing schemes available in Antescofo allow the scope of such electronic phrases to go beyond interac- tions of the instrumental score.

While the ability of authoring parallel phrases (as op- posed to segmented and chopped actions) makes the act of authoring more appealing, such timing overlaps create important issues both for realtime coordination of events with the live performer and also their authoring. For example, a simple concerto-like accompaniment setting, one might want to specify the accompaniment part as one single (and non-chopped and non-segmented) electronic phrase. This appealing tendency creates interesting chal- lenges for synchronization strategies as well as error handling of the virtual accompaniment interpreter which are described in the next section.

3. MOTIVATIONS

3.1. Synchronizing electronic with live musicians

For compositional purposes, it seems more natural to be able to express accompaniment actions as phrases as opposed to small segments within instrumental note onsets. However, such additions require explicit and dynamic strategies for handling synchrony between accompaniment ac- tions when their scope goes beyond that of its starting in- strumental event. The need for such strategies becomes even more crucial when tempo changes occur during a phrase's launch. Figure 5 attempts to illustrate this within a simple example: Figure 5a shows the ideal perform- mance or how actions and instrumental score is specified to the system. In this example, an accompaniment phrase is launched at the beginning of the first event from the human performer. The accompaniment here is a simple group of four actions that are written parallel to subsequent events of the performer in the original score. In an ideal setting (i.e. correct listening module) the group action is launched synchronous to the onset of the first event. For the rest of the actions however, the syn- chronization strategy depends on the dynamics of the perform- ance. This is demonstrated in figure 5b (where the performer hypothetically decelerate the consequent events in her score. In this case, the delays between the actions and their corresponding instrumental event will naturally increase. Such asynchrony is despite correct decoding of tempo from the listening machine. We note however, that this behavior ensures a more smooth synchronization with per- former tempo changes, but without any guarantee for po- sition synchronicity. Although this behavior is desired in some musical configurations, it seems natural to propose an alternative strategy where the electronic actions would be synchronous to the events detection.

4. PROPOSED APPROACH

The musician's performance is subject to many variations from the score. There are several ways to adapt to this musical indeterminacy based on specific musical context. The correct synchronization strategies are de- scribed by the composer or performer's discretion. To this end, we propose explicit synchronization and error handling strategies as attributes for the composer to choose, tak- ing into account performance variations and to manage the errors of the musician and the recognition algorithm. In this paper, we provide a verbal description of the pro- posed approach. The formal and semantical definition of these concepts are described in [5].

Accompaniment phrase and loop constructs are used to start a sequence of actions from a trigger event in the in- strumental score. Once a sequence of relatively-paced ac- tions is launched, its synchrony is defined by governed by dynamic rescheduling following changes of tempo from the musician. However, as seen in section 5.1, knowledge of realtime tempo is not sufficient for precise synchroniza- tion with events played by the musician as shown in Fig- ure 5. While this loose synchrony is useful in some musi- cal context (loose phrasing of electronics for example), it is not always desirable. For a finer synchronization, we provide the composer the ability to assign a tight at- tribute to a phrase block. If a block is tight, its inside actions will be dynamically analyzed to be triggered not only on relative time but also on the current tempo event in the future. This new feature evades the composer from segmenting the actions blocks to smaller segments with regards to synchronization points and provide a high- level description during the composition phase. A dynamic scheduling approach is adopted to implement the tight block behavior. During the execution, the system attempts

Figure 4. Sample score diagram and the corresponding simple Antescofo score.

Figure 5. The effect of tempo-only synchronization for accompaniment phrases. Illustration for different tempi.
to synchronize the next action to be launched with the corresponding event using a hybrid strategy employing both tempo and future-event positions.

The problem of error handling, as discussed in section 3.2, boils down to the ability of attributing scores to accompanying phrases and blocks. Despite their space occupancy in the score, a block is said to be local if dispensable in the absence of its triggering event during live performance; and accordingly it is global if it should be launched in priority and immediately if the system recognizes the absence of its triggering event. Once again, the choice of an entity being local or global is given to the discretion of the composer.

The combination of the synchronization strategy attributes (tight or loose) and error handling attributes (local or global) for a group of accompanying actions give rise to four distinct situations. Figure 6 attempts to showcase these four situations for a simple hypothetically musical performance setup. In this example, the score is assumed to demand for four distinct performer events ($e_1$, $e_2$) with grouped actions whose two actions are initially specified to occur on $e_1$ and $e_2$. The figure demonstrates the simulation of the system behavior in case $e_2$ is missing during live performance for the four configurations discussed above. Naturally, in our real-time setup, $e_1$ is reported as missed once $e_2$ is detected.

\[ \text{Figure 6. Accompaniment behavior in case of missed event for 4-synchronization and error handling strategies.} \]

It is worth to note that each combination corresponds to a specific musical situation encountered in authoring of mixed interactive pieces:

- **local** and **tight**: A block that is both local and tight corresponds to a musical entity with spatial independence with regards to its counterpart instrumental events, and strictly reactive to its triggering event onset (thus dismissed in the absence of this event).

- **global** and **tight**: Strict synchrony of inside actions whenever there’s a spatial correspondence between events and actions in the score. However actions within the strict vicinity of a missing event are dismissed. This case corresponds to an idea of a concerto-like accompaniment system.

- **global** and **loose**: Strictly corresponding actions and events while no actions is to be dismissed in any circumstance. This situation corresponds to a strong musical identity, strictly tied to the performance events.

- **local** and **loose**: An important musical entity with no strict synchrony once launched. Such entity is similar to musical phrase that have strict starting points with random type progressions (free endings, tempo-synchronous).

5. SAMPLE RESULTS

The above proposal has been integrated in Antescofo’s formal language and adopted in various new music productions involving live instrumental and electronic music. The best test for such systems is to see how they are in use. For the sake of completeness we discuss two sample results: one on a simple automatic accompaniment setting and another in case of a contemporary music production. Curious readers are referred to our website for further videos and events.

In the first example, we attempt to recontextualize the performance of a four-voice fugue by J.S. Bach (in B-minor) where one voice is a performance by a musician and others by automatic accompaniment. Figure 7 shows the score for this performance. In this example, and on purpose, the three accompanying voices are written as three different groups of actions (for MIDI accompaniment in this case). Each block corresponds to the accompaniment actions for each voice and the top staff represents the instrumental part. We choose to combine synchronization strategies to ensure precise sync with a performer and also between different accompanying voices. To ensure musical consistency, **local** strategies are assigned to the groups.

In this way, missed event’s corresponding actions will be dismissed without altering the overall performance. Despite its intuitive nature in run-time, the way the companion voices are written and handled in real-time provide ease of authoring for composers willing to use such systems for their compositions.

The second example is an excerpt score from the beginning of “Tenino” (2010) for String Quartet and live electronic by French composer Philippe Manoury as illustrated in Figure 8. The left side of Figure 8 corresponds to the hand-written manuscript (excepting) containing both instrumental (string section, four staves in (bottom) and live electronic scores (top staves), and the right side of the figure corresponds to its Antescofo equivalent used during live performance. The Antescofo score describes three parallel group actions entitled **acco**, **hl-trans** and **Pizzicato** corresponding to the left column. The two groups **acco** and **Pizzicato** contain discrete and atomic sequences (defined by the keyword **GFWD** whereas the **hl-trans** (defined as **CFWD**) contains a continuous sequence. The continuous process **hl-trans** correspond to the top staff in the left column. During real time performance their polyphonic synchrony is assured despite any variations in the performance. These groups are notated as **global** and **loose** (the default behavior of Antescofo) and correspond as discussed to integral musical phrases launched in parallel to the instrumental world and influenced by the environment’s tempo.

\[ \text{Figure 7. Antescofo score of Bach’s B-minor fugue in automatic accompaniment mode, in NoteHilb Pro.} \]

\[ \text{Figure 8. Score manuscript of the first bars of “Tenino” (left), and the Antescofo counterpart (right).} \]

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper we attempted to formalize the problem of synchronization and coordination of actions in an automatic accompaniment setting by considering them as reactive synchronous systems on top of classical score following and machine listening. With such considerations we aimed at addressing the error handling and intelligent synchronization strategies despite human or machine listening error imputed to the system during a live performance. This is in contrast to most existing approaches where the integrity of the musical output is highly dependent on the healthiness of the artificial listening modules at work. This becomes possible by studying the language constructs of both music composition and performance within a computer setting.

The solutions proposed in this paper try to cover various musical situations that correspond to concerto-like accompaniment settings as well as compositional and performative aspects of interactive computer music pieces. They are integrated within the Antescofo software and have been employed in various music productions.

The coupling of high-level computer language constructions with that of low-level machine listening, at the core of this paper, is a necessity in musical practices of interactive computer music and requires more research in the computer music community. We believe that research on those lines could address complex problems with simple and elegant solutions useful for both music composition and live performance.
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to synchronize the next action to be launched with the corresponding event using a hybrid strategy employing both tempo and future-event positions.

The problem of error handling, as discussed in section 3.2, boils down to the ability of attributing scopes to accompaniment phrases and blocks. Despite their space occupancy in the score, a block is said to be local if dispensable in the absence of its triggering event during live performance; and accordingly it is global if it should be launched in priority and immediately if the system recognizes the absence of its triggering event. Once again, the choice of an entity being local or global is given to the discretion of the composer.

The combination of the synchronization strategy attributes (tight or loose) and error handling attributes (local or global) for a group of accompaniment acts give rise to four distinct situations. Figure 6 attempts to showcase these four situations for a simple hypotheti-

cal performance setup. In this example, the score is assumed to demand for four distinct performer events ($e_1$, $e_2$, $e_3$, $e_4$) with grouped actions whose two actions are initially specified to occur on $e_1$ and $e_2$. The figure demonstrates the simulation of the system behavior in case $e_2$ is missing during live performance for the four configurations discussed above. Naturally, in our runtime setup, $e_3$ is reported as missed once $e_2$ is detected.

Figure 6. Accompaniment behavior in case of missed event for 4-synchronization and error handling strategies.

It is worth to note that each combination corresponds to a specific musical situation encountered in authoring of mixed interactive pieces: *local* and *tight*: Strict synchrony of inside actions whenever there’s a spatial correspondence between events and actions in the score. However actions within the strict vicinity of a missing event are dismissed. This case corresponds to an ideal concerto-like accompaniment system; *global* and *tight*: Strict synchrony of corresponding actions and events while no actions is to be dismissed in any circumstance. This situation corresponds to a strong musical identity, strictly tied to the performance events; *global* and *loose*: An important musical entity with no strict synchrony once launched. Such entity is similar to musical phrases that have strict starting points with rubato type progressions (freer endings, tempo-synchronous).

**5. SAMPLE RESULTS**

The above proposal has been integrated in Antescofo’s formal language and adopted in various new music productions involving live instrumental and electronic music. The best test for such systems is to see and use them in action. For the sake of completeness we discuss two sample results: one on a simple automatic accompaniment setting and another in case of a contemporary music production. Curious readers are referred to our website for further videos and events.

In the first example, we attempt to reconstruct the performance of a four-voice Fugue by J.S. Bach (in B-minor) where one voice is performed by a musician and others by automatic accompaniment. Figure 7 shows the score for this performance. In this example, and on purpose, the three accompanying voices are written as three distinct groups of actions (for MIDI accompaniment in this case). Each block corresponds to the accompaniment actions for each voice and the top staff represents the instrumental part. We choose the light synchronization strategies to ensure precise synchrony with a performer and also between different accompanying voices. To ensure musical consistency, *local* strategies are assigned to the groups. In this way, missed event’s corresponding actions will be dismissed without altering the overall performance. Despite its intuitive nature in run-time, the way the accompaniment voices are written and handled in realtime provide ease of authoring for composers willing to use such systems for their compositions.

The second example is an excerpt score from the beginning of “Tennis” (2010) for String Quartet and live electronic by French composer Philippe Manoury as illustrated in Figure 8. The left side of Figure 8 corresponds to the hand-written manuscript (excerpt) containing both instrumental (string section, four staves in bottom) and live electronic scores (top staves), and the right side of the figure correspond to its Antescofo equivalent used during live performance. The Antescofo score describes three parallel group actions entitled *arco*, *hl-trans* and *pizzicato*, corresponding to the left column. The two groups *arco* and *Pizzicato* contain discrete and atomic sequences (defined with the keyword `GFRI`) whereas the *hl-trans* (defined as `FIR`) contains a continuous sequence. The continuous process *hl-trans* correspond to the top staff in the left column. During realtime performance their polyphonic synchrony is assured despite any variations in the performance. These groups are noted as *global* and *loose* (the default behavior of Antescofo) and correspond as discussed to integral musical phrases launched in parallel to the instrumental world and influenced by the environment’s tempist.
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